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VEREIN ORGANIZED

-Yesterday over- 50 students interested in German civilization met and
formed 'the temporary- organization of
eaDeutscher Verein.- Professor Vogel
,tplained that many at the Institnte
-sere interested in the German lan,muage, literature and c1istoms, and desired to learn to understand -spokenGermlan. The purpose of the Deutscher
Entered as second-class matter, September 16, 1911, at the postoffice at Bo6s- Verein would be to-give these students
a. chance- to meet each other. Riinlbaeb}
ton. Alass., under the act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
IS8was elected temporary chairman.
appointed Baker, '17, O'Daly '18.
He
Massachuthe
of
by
students
Published tri-weekly during the college year
Jacobs '19, and Bossert '20 as 'a comsetts Institute of Technology.
mittee -topresent nominees for the ofMANAGING
BOARD~~~~
ficers of the Verein, at the next meeting. Thne chairmen also appointed Kru-r
General Manager '17 and Waechter '17 -to draw up a
Harold E. Lobdell '17 ....................

,Franklin P. W~inston"Co.
-- -

I

Arthur R. Brooks '17 ......................
John W. Damon '18 .....................
Saxton W. Fletcher '18 .................
George S. Brewer '18 ...................

CONCERNING H. C. L. AND COOPFRATION,
L. has been maligned, berated,.and abusedlso roundly
HC.
during the past ten years that it i's no wonder that we
grow more appreciative of his back-thuti these peculiar times. What has he done? He caused food prices in this coun-

try to rise over eighty per cent in the period from i8936 to

i9i2--

and any estimation of his jugglery since the latter date would stagger us if we were paying the bills of our fathers. A nother instance,
of the ramifications of this depressing factor is evident in the rise
of such an economic good as'paper, for which we must pay more
each day. Whether H. C. L. may; be blamed for this -is, perhaps,
too fine a distinction, but he must influence the cost of such commodities in some subtle manner. In this instance an increase of
one hundred per cent in one year with a probability of an advance
of as much as fifty per cent more to be expected, is causing concern which has reached thle,. lawrhalers, -who:--are. tnkiizg,~'an inquiry'into the aictuai limit of fo-rbearance witih the risin- costs.
Leather has become so expenisive- that synthetic chemists are vie:ing with each other to produce satisfactory substitutes for this
article. - But why go on? The price 'of practically all necessities
and luxuries has become so-prohibitive that only those-who enjoy
the protection of "war babies" and other lucrative sources may
-not worry where H. C. L. is going to stop climbing.
The reason for, the ill that H. C. L., occasions has been attributed to many causes - ranging -from lack of transportation
facilities to overdressing on the part of the citizens. To eliminate the tendency toward higher prices various means have been
dev ised, cooperation being the one which' ha's the telling -effect.
The idea of cooperation has become hackneyed from constant
use; yet it is apparent that this aged method of combination is
producing its results. Bringing this home to Technology, witnessthe items in the somewhat tardy report on business transacted at
our cooperative store. Sales have been made to the extent of
nearly $50,ooo, and next Fall when the dividend is paid to participants in the project, satisfaction will be complete, for the reason
that some personal reduction in expenses has been made. It
means the expenditure of a sum of ungainly proportions to go
through a year at the Institute. If H. C. L. is to be combated,
purchasing in the common soci ety is the most feasible. Over
eighteen hundred of those affiliated with Technology have united
for the mutual benefifs-of the cooperative plan. The Technology
Branch, which opened under the makeshift conditions prevalent
la-t September, has proved its worth in the half year it has been
in business. It is effective for those who take advantage of its inductements to mitigate the inroads of H. C. L.

A- NEW PROPOSITION

TTENTION is directed to the communication appearing in
IAI
the news columns of this issue. The striking distinctions

proposed are important considerations and will require
much discussion on both sides of the question before action is
definite. To apprise the members of the Advisory Council of the
trend of opinion, students are invited to use The Tech as a mediumz in which to offer suggestio ns.
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Many of the shoes will be sold at less, Vian incoming
I
goods of equal value will cost.
Tan
Tan
Tan
Tan
Tan
Tan

and Black High Shoes, $7.50 value . ....- , . . . . . . . $5.50
and Black High Shoes, $9.00 value... I I .... $6.50
$7.00
Laced Boots, $9.00 value .............. *.....
and Black High Shoes, $10.00 value ... . ...... ..$8.25
. .$9.25
and Black High Shoes, 512.00. value ..
and Black High Shoes, $14.00 value .. .. I

NETTLETON SHOES have been the standard of
highest quality for yearsthey are absolutely r-eiliable.
Anticipate your wants and buy now. Prices will be higher.

rise and

Mier])

14 MILK STREET, BOSTON
.

just Below Old South C~hurch; '-'

I

APERFECT gentlemans ain't pro .
IA duced by a niight's study over an etiquette book. Same way. withi
a perfect tobacco.
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VELVET is aged in the
wood two years before
it becomes the smoothest smoking tobacco.
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"WHEN IN NEED OF TRUST
COrlPANY SERVICE CONSULT
THE OLD COLONY"l

prove successful: The present `;aTa"
which is nows used by the track team
exclusively should be granted to every
man who represents Technology in intercollegiate competition, in a recognized athletic- sport. The "T" surrounded by the various letters, "wxt."
gcstl) "ht." etc., signifying the sport in
which the insignia was won, 'should be
in a collegiate dual meet or performe-'
excellently in any game, of the sport
in question. The 'IT" surrounded byacircle should be awarded, with perhaps
ea-sier restrictions, to the minor sport
team's in the same manner that the
six-inch "T" is now awarded. The conditions for the award of the "T" to
the track team men should remain the
same.
In this mamler we shall have more
insignia granted, but the emblem wil
not lose its dignity. We shall therefore' have more interest in athleti~cs

A SINGLE BANK WITH THREE OFFICES
IN DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF BOSTON

17 COURT STREET

52 TEMPLE PLACE

E~very man, no matter what
sport he is competing in, will have a

-
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5generally.

chance to win his "T"-but by the
simple act of gazing at the emblem
The sidewalk along Chadles River Road still proves to be an that he wears upon his breast, the onirritable circumstance in an otherwise calm existence. It is pass- looker shall be able to determine
able while frozen, but when the thaw comes the way will be a whether he won it in a minor or a
NEETEIL.
veritable River Nile. The remedy is simple. Ashes are plentiful major sport.

an'd comparatively cheap !

The National Tailoring Co.

With the Intercollegiate meet at Philadelphia in view, and a
sucecessftll season near its culmination, the students will do wuell Tel. B. B. 54592
to attend the last meet of the swimming team tomorrow even*
ing. Cheer Technology to the appropriate conclusion of another
wvhirlwind year of victory !
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Mass. Avre. and Belvidere St.
~~~Hoffman Sanitary Method of Pressing
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1-4 MILK STREET

Mark

wane, but the performance of the track
team is consistently of intercolleuinte
rank. It is the only one of -the three
Treat major sports, football', baseball
and track, that we'*engage in at Vie &a
Institute. Standing -the test of years,
it Sras reached the position of stability
so necessary for a varsity sport at
Technology.
In contrast to this stability, we have
the other sports-hockey, 'wrestling,
tennis and. swimming teams-whose
careers are marked by eccentric flights,
from the depths to the heights and thrt
usual return. Nevertheless, according
I
to the Constitution of the Advisory
Council on Athletics,,it is now possible' for contestants to get a "T" in
-the first three sports named, and only
a few days ago your columns outlined
similar 'ambit'ions o6n the part of the
'
'
'
fourth. ' '''
To my mind, this condition should
be remedied. Track as the only real
major sport should be the sport to re- ao
ceive the six-inch varsity "T." The ip
sigonia of the other sports, which I call
minor, should ' be a four-inch varsity
"T." surrounded by'a dircle five inches
in diameter. This method of awvard
will call forth numerous' criticisms, but
I challenge any of the teams in question to show a 'career not marked bN,
extreme fluctuations as regards intercollegiate standing in, competition. Ot
Imu-b
eburse the claim wvill be made that as
net they have not had the chance, but
t his objection may be met by as provision in the Constitution of the A,
visory Council that when theyr do sucposition
their
maintain
cessfully
throughout a long course of years, they
shall be made a major sport.
As regards the conditions of the

awards,
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Men's Fne Soes

students including freshmen vwho have
Newrs Offices, Charles River Road, Cambridge, Mass.; 152 Purchase Street, passed Intermediate German are eligible to join.
Boston, Mass.
Newds Phones, Cambridge 2600, Main 3810
Business Offlices, Charles River Road
COMMUNICATION
Business Phone, Cambridge, 2600I
To the Editor of The. Tech.
Dear Sir: -*
Although communications may be published unsigned if so requested, the name I
of the writer must in every case be submitted to the editor. The Teech assumes I In line with the present improvement
no responsibility, however, for the facts as stated noar for the opinions expressed. I of the organization, of activities, I
Ile Editor-in-Chief is always responsible for the' opinions expressed in the I should like to call attention to a fault
ed~itorial columns, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the that exists at present in athletic afnews columns.
which
Contributions for The Lounger sand The Tack should be addressed specifically fairs-namely, the 'method by
Tech.
granted.'
are
The
insignia
of
to them at the office
In 'the 'minds of the' un dergraduates
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1917
renerally,'track is regarded as the varsport.
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const itution and bylaws. The club is
Editor-in-Chief to
be managed entirely by undergradwill be patterned after t'
uates
Managing Editor formerand
hi rein, which gave German
Advertising Manager plays and operas some years ago. Tar
next meeting will be next Monday at
Circulation Manager 5 -o'clock, probably in Room .2-190. All
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